Diffusion measurements for molecular capsules: pulse sequences effect on water signal decay.
Diffusion NMR and, more recently, diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) are gaining popularity as efficient tools for the characterization of supramolecular systems in solution. Here, using diffusion NMR of hydrogen-bond molecular capsules, we demonstrate that the use of different diffusion sequences may have a dramatic effect on exchanging peaks. In fact, we found that the signal decay of the water peak in [(1a)(6)(H(2)O)(8)] is monoexponential in the pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) and stimulated echo (PGSTE) sequences and biexponential in the longitudinal eddy current delay (LED) and the bipolar longitudinal eddy current delay (BPLED) sequences, routinely used in modern DOSY experiments. By performing these diffusion measurements on molecular capsules, in which water is not part of the molecular capsules, we demonstrate that this phenomenon is observed only for water molecules that exchange between two sites that differ considerably in their diffusion coefficients. Degeneration of the LED or the BPLED sequences into PGSTE-type sequences by shortening the te period resulted in the disappearance of the extra slow diffusing component. The origin, as well as the implications of the different results obtained from conventional diffusion sequences, such as the PGSE and PGSTE as compared with the LED and BPLED sequences generally used in DOSY experiments, are briefly discussed.